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About This Game

In the constellation Cetus, near the star Tau, lived and prospered a
civilization the Depths of Space researchers and engineers.
In order to populate the nearest solar system, 3D printer has

been created. The unique space station carrying billions
of microscopic drones-builders. Drones were landing on planets to

build cities, using planets own resources.

As a result of AI error, that occurred during the testing phase, 3D
printer went out of control and began printing houses for planets
orbiting Tau star system. Giant protective shells deprived them of
light. Aiming to keep the fruits of their years labor, the creators

decided to apply a fix for AI of 3D printer.

Clearing the planets along the way, the team of engineers is heading
towards the Star, where the amazing machine is building its latest

creation - Tau's Orbital Home.
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- Symbiosis of arkanoid and scroll shooter gameplay
- Manually designed unique levels

- Various set of bonuses, enemies and level bosses
- Unique Soundtrack

Developers
scrollonoid@gmail.com

Musical themes:
Ra Djan

Dmitry Shinkarchuk
Misha Gimmervert
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Title: Scrollonoid
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vadjra
Publisher:
Vadjra
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+ (64-bit)

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: onboard

English
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scrollonoid - steam

Fantastic game!. Somewhat hard prison that is quite fun. I really enjoyed How to shoot a criminal, I thought it was really
original immersive; i'm a huge of games like this.
The whole aesthetic was pretty interesting, quite elegant, really fitting the theme. I liked the small details, sounds like the
developpers really thought about it.
The inspiration from Her Story is obvious, but I liked how they went further: there aren't just videos, there are small scene,
sometimes really emotional- really enjoyed those with Winsmay. The characters are more relatable this way.
It can be quite hard sometimes, but I think it's a quality: you really have to think sometimes, there is a real mystery.
Basically, I recommand it ! It's not expensive, it's worth a try, and you may fall in love with one of the characters !. BRING
BACK MY MONEY ITS FREE NOW!!!!!!!!!!! WHY YOU MAKE THIS FREE WHYYYYYYYYYY BRING BACK MY
MONEY NOW I NEED REFUND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Sick of 20 min long (short) dota 2 games? sick of finally getting all your
'end game' items and then the game ending? Want to tank and heal dungeon style but not commit a lifetime to raiding?

all of the above.

this game is a perfect solution. I just wish more players would come.

[UPDATE] Review changed to negative due to the game being abandonware. 100 Hours achivement is bugged so I can never
get 100% completion. This game could be solid but seriously needs dev attention.

DO NOT BUY.. This is a cool game with one interesting mechanic and a few other "meh" mechanics that fails to stay
interesting throughout the entire experience. The fact that the top of the screen wraps around with the bottom is quite cool. The
goal is to get to the Sun and ask him some questions. Then after you do that, to go back to your place by Earth.

The Moon level set does a good job of making you understand the main mechanic of jumping through the screen.

The Earth level set gives you another interesting mechanic: a box which launches you in the opposite direction from where you
hit it (up or down). It also plays a note that goes along with the background music which is a really nice touch.

The Venus level set has the best music in my opinion. It also introduces a sort of power-up which allows you to pause your
upwards jump or downwards fall, stopping you in the air completely before gravity kicks in and pulls you downwards again.
This allows you to avoid hitting spikes on the ceiling or to make longer jumps.

Unfortunately another mechanic is introduced which is boring and rather frusterating. It's a timed wall that appears for two
seconds and vanishes for two seconds. There's nothing really cool or fun about it, but it does add to the difficulty and challenge
of the game.

After the Venus levels, the game becomes a drag. It doesn't take too long to complete. While rushing, it took me about 1 hour 20
minutes. There are also achievements. These were fun to do. They add to the game if you want some extra, non-required
challenge.

Overall, it was a fun game for a while. AND IT'S ONLY $4. It's definitely worth buying the soundtrack with it. I like my Venus
music.. Actually unbeatable for me right now because the game keeps crashing in the final stage.

  But on top of that you fight the same bosses through the same levels as Risky with minor changes to the levels to make them
beatable with her moveset. Unfortunately Wayforward made the boneheaded decision to make the levels beatable in any order
which means other than the last level which I can't even play due to crashes you barely even have opportunity to use her unique
moveset because the levels are all completable without her extra moves. Very disappointed with this especially since I really like
the base game.. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
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What a bloody fantastic game. Absolutely love it. No doubt this is going to be a regular go to game for me. Perhaps, I would say
that this is one of my favourite indie games this year (along with a great little hardcore platform game called Duck Souls).
Things I love about it so far are:
- Fun pixel art style (reminds me of the classic Gauntlet game). I really love the colorful style and the amount of enemy guts that
ends up on the floor. LOL.
- Simple old school game play but with lots of scope to experiment with special magic abilities (including combining different
abilities).
- The strategy of deciding whether to fully clear a level to get all the loot or to sometimes cut your losses and go to the next level
and pray for some quick potions to restore wealth.
- Strategy decision of how to approach clearing each room and in what order.
- Four different characters with different combat styles.
- The whole time your health is reducing so it is important to move quickly. So there is always a balancing act between playing
defensively and just going nuts.
- It is just fun, fun fun.
- There is a local co-op option that I haven't tried yet - but I think should be fun.

This is a highly recommended game for me. I can't rave about it enough.

There is only one negative. In the tutorial there is a very long monologue that tries to be humorous but just didn't work for me.
For this style of game, I think the tutorial should be quick and to the point. Sure I could have just skipped this, but I feared that I
would miss out on something important. That said, I actually like the voice over in the game, which provides a friendly reminder
when you run out of mana or when you are close to dying.

I don't want to finish on this negative. My advice is to just buy this game. I would happily pay much more for the game. I will
update this review after my 100th hour, which I suspect won't be too far into the future. The last time I had a feeling like this
about a game was Binding of Isaac Rebirth (which I am up to about 400 hours on the PS4),. It's fun for what it is. It's a cheap
game that gave me 10+ hours of entertainment.. If your gonna bring home the Trout this is what you need!. It's not nearly as
much fun as minecraft, and I grew bored of it very quickly.
There isn't really anything to build that cant be made easier than in minecraft, and every level is a planet. I would have liked a
flat world option at least. Finding the shape you want can also get very annoying.. one caveat these are like nintendo 64 graphics
it gets ugly but i played this way back in the day on ps 1 and if you like diablo and want a fun crappy old school diversion then
its worth a couple bucks. My 4 and 7 year old approve of this game.

My wife....not so much.. This is the most garbage piece of technology I own. It has never once not given me a problem. I will
smite this little plastic demonic brick with the rage of a thousand gods. Damn this abomination of creation and Damn those who
crafted it.. I like this but there needs to be a volume contorl button.
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